
E.A.G.L.E. Lift Owner Guide 
 

The EAGLE Lift is designed to be a tool that makes your job easier! However, you must take the 
time to learn its features and how to safely use it. Please read this instruction guide carefully 

before assembling and using the EAGLE Lift. For questions call 916-714-7717 or visit 
www.lifelineliftco.com.  

 
IMPORTANT:  

Do not attempt to use lift before securing to a dumpster! 
Do not remove the zip tie from the Lift Handle before assembly is complete! 

 
Specs:  
The EAGLE Lift is designed to help empty 32- and 44-gallon trash containers, like those 
commonly used in cafeterias, into dumpsters that have a 90 degree vertical side with a threshold 
maximum height of 57 inches and width of 2 ¼ inches. Not to be used at temperatures below 
-30c, as damage may occur to spring seals.  
 
Features:  

● Can receiver: designed to securely hold and stabilize 32- and 44-gallon rolling garbage 
containers during a EAGLE Lift cycle, or lift-and-dump cycle. It is designed to allow the 
trash containers to roll safely into the receiver without ever having to lift the container 
over the receiver’s lower support bar.  

● Can retainer: a two-pronged mechanism that secures both the upper and lower parts of 
the the trash container in the receiver during the dump cycle. The two-pronged arm is 
what allows the operator to conveniently stabilize and secure the trash container during a 
lift cycle. Opens and closes on a manually-operated spring mechanism. 

● Dumpster attachment hook: the dumpster attachment hook secures the EAGLE Lift to 
the side of any dumpster that meets the dimensions specified above.  

o Never operate your  EAGLE Lift unless it is properly hooked to a dumpster 
● Lift handle: the lift handle is the mechanism that the operator will use to initiate the 

lift-and-dump cycle. It is also one of the four “grab points” for lowering the mechanism 
at the end of the cycle.  

● Lift handle safety release: the lift handle safety release is designed to prevent the lift 
handle from being raised when the EAGLE Lift is not attached to a dumpster.  

o If the lift handle is raised while the  EAGLE Lift is not attached to a dumpster, 
the safest way to lower it again is to raise the entire  EAGLE Lift and attach the 
attachment hook over the side of a dumpster BEFORE attempting to lower the 
device back down . 

● Wheels: The EAGLE Lift may be used as a dolly to transport the trash container from its 
location to the dumpster, or it can remain attached to the dumpster to be used solely to 
dump trash.  

● Stabilizer bar: the stabilizer bar rests against the dumpster and stabilizes the EAGLE 
Lift during the dump cycle. 

http://www.lifelineliftco.com/


● Chain loop: The EAGLE Lift includes a chain loop that you can use to secure the 
EAGLE Lift to the dumpster in order to prevent theft.  

o Do not leave your EAGLE Lift unattended or out overnight. Lifeline Lift Co. does 
not supply chain or lock.  

● “Grab points”: there are four convenient grab points designed to make lowering the 
device back to the ground safe and easy after the trash contents have been emptied.  

 
Benefits:  

● The primary benefit of the EAGLE Lift is the ability to control and easily lift full trash 
containers into dumpsters.  

● The EAGLE Lift has the ability to suspend the container in the “dump” position to allow 
liquid contents to drain completely. 

 
 
  



ASSEMBLY 
The EAGLE Lift is easy to assemble! For fast and safe assemblage, make sure you have the right 

parts and tools before proceeding. 
 
This box contains: 

● Main Body/Garbage Can Receiver/Lift Mechanism (this is the largest piece in the box) 
● Wheel Base Stabilizer 
● Dumpster Attachment Hook 
● Trash Container Receiver (with the one small wheel attached) 
● Handle assembly 

 
Additional assembly tools required, but not included: 

● Wrench (9/16 and ½ inch wrench and socket) 
● Mallet 
● 5/16 inch nut driver 

 
Have everything? Great! Now simply follow these three easy steps: 

 
Step 1: Locate the Main Body and the Wheel Base Stabilizer. Make sure the concave curve of 
the stabilizer bar on the Wheel Base Stabilizer is facing out, and connect these two parts (wrench 
required). 
Gradually snug bolts (Do not over tighten)  
 
Step 2: Connect the Trash Container Receiver to the base by lining up the two . Tap part into 
place using mallet. Secure with bolts supplied (mallet required).  
 
Step 3: Insert the Dumpster Attachment Hook into the top end of the Main Body and then secure 
with 5/16 hex head self tapping screw. Reverse handle in place and tighten.  
 
The included photo guide is intended to be a visual aid to show you what the  EAGLE Lift looks 
like fully assembled and in use. For further instructions on how to assemble this device, please 

visit  www.lifelineliftco.com . 
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USER GUIDE 
 

1. Securing the EAGLE Lift to the Dumpster:  
● **Remember: never attempt to use the EAGLE Lift without securing it to a dumpster** 
● Slide the attachment hook up until it clears the threshold of the dumpster and then drop it 

down over the lip of the dumpster until it is securely attached 
 

2. Securing Trash Container in the Can Receiver:  
● Manually open the retainer “door” and roll your trash container into the receiver with the 

container handles at a 45-degree angle to the dumpster.  
o NOTE: the retainer will not fully lock into place if the handles are in the wrong 

spot. You may have to play around with the handle angle until you find a way for 
the container to lock into place.  

● Check to make sure the two prongs of the retainer are securely resting against the trash 
container 

● IF YOU ARE USING IT AS A DOLLY WHAT IS DIFFERENT?  
 

3. Operating the EAGLE Lift:  
● Lifeline Lift Co. recommends that the operator stand facing the dumpster behind the 

secured trash container, with the lift handle directly in front of you.  
● Once you initiate the lift do not follow the trash container toward the dumpster . Stay 

positioned near the lift handle and allow the trash container to continue moving forward 
away from you.  

● Once the trash container has reached the height of the lift cycle, the operator should 
place one foot on the wheel axle  as s/he ensures that all trash has fallen out of the trash 
container. This is to ensure that the EAGLE Lift does not slide or swing away from the 
dumpster.  

o Do not push on or over-extend the  EAGLE Lift once it has reached the height of 
the lift cycle. This may bend the attachment hook and destabilize the entire device .  

● To lower the can receiver after all trash contents have been removed, utilize the four 
convenient “grab points”seen in the video at the web site! 


